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Charting the Sun

“If you think of the sun 

being a ball of fire, only at 

Stonehenge could you get 

the straight lines of light…” 

—Daniel Libeskind

…er, really!

Just outside Mayfield, NB

December 2013:

£27m visitor centre, 

designed by Denton 

Corker Marshall, 

opens at Airman's 

Corner, 1.5 miles 

west of the stones

Stonehenge 1968–2013

Built ~2500 BC

Now

What time of day is it?
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2020 Road Proposal

Build a tunnel!

Midsummer solstice 

2010

Virtual center of 

monument

Stonehenge WWI 

Memorial, 

Maryhill, WA
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Sun Dials 
precise sun 

path 

knowledge 

held for 

millennia! 

London  Scotland

Oxford
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Summer solar paths are longest, rising north of east, to the 

highest point due south at noon, and setting north of west.

Winter solar paths are shortest, rising south of east, to the 

highest point due south at noon, and setting south of west.

summer

winter

When to use the Sun
Note the Shading Line.

Block sun,

Admit wind

OR

Block wind,

Admit sun
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Basic Formats for Sun Charts

Elevation
(Mazria)

Plan 
(Sun Angle Calculator)

Model with sun peg 
(Insideout)

Solar envelope 
(Knowles)

Three-Dimensional 
(Solar Tool)

Elevation method
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28° NL

48° NL

Main use is to plot the horizon

to determine the solar window

Plan Method 32º NL
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Main use is to design shading devices

< Mask for infinitely long 

south-facing overhang.

Not TMI…why?

Not true!

Solar gain 

Mar 21 thru 

Sept 21 if not 

properly 

shaded.

Profile angles
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Horizontal Overhangs are ineffective for East and West windows.

Vertical fins are effective for North windows

Awnings as decoration—Four Seasons Hotel, Austin

Egg-crates
Horizontal + Vertical
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Egg-crate Bris Soliel

for a west façade

(3 pm December)

Copying Corbu!

Model with Sun Peg

Sun peg in a Quito Plaza

Complex 

geometry

The Solar Hemicycle,

Jacobs II, FLWright
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Norbert Lechner’s conceptually clear heliodon.

Pop Quiz for “Solar Professionals”

Note that all questions refer to the northern hemisphere.

1. How many days per year do sunrays hit the north side of a building?

2. How many days each year does the sun rise due east and set due west?

3. How many days per year are there 12 hours of daylight and 12 hours 

of darkness?

Is that true for all degrees of latitude?          What are the exceptions?

4. How many degrees north of east does the sun rise on June 21?

5. What is the furthest north in degrees that the sun ever rises in the 

northern hemisphere?                                             Where?

6. How far south do you have to go so that the sun is directly overhead 

on June 21 at 12 noon?

7. Does the sun ever rise due south anywhere in the northern 

hemisphere?        

Where and when?

8. At the equator, is it more important to shade the south wall or the north 

wall?

14. What is the best shading system for north walls? (Circle answer)

a) Vertical fins                b) Horizontal overhangs               

c) Combination of a & b

15. A window has an overhang that is as wide as the window and 

completely shades it on March 21 at noon.  How long is the window 

completely shaded before being outflanked by the sun?
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Solar Envelope
9 am to 3 pm

Winter sun

By Ralph Knowles

Summer Form

Winter Form
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Three-Dimensional

Segue to Solar Tool Demo

Useful for designing sun drama for a museum!

UCCA Dune Art Museum

Qinhuangdao, China

—OPEN Architecture
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Ecotech used to combine sun chart with thermal model in 3D

The Solar Tool is 

less satisfying, yet…

High-Tech Sun Dial

Astronauts’ Memorial

Cape Canaveral
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Sun is tracked and reflected 

through names carved in 

polished black granite…

when the sun shines.
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